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Abstract: This study describes the relationship between the physio-mechanical and chemical
properties of sand-lime materials which have undergone hydrothermal treatment, and which
were modified through the introduction of glass components (90% glass sand, GS). Process parameters
such as temperature, pressure and saturation vapor pressure were found to have a significant impact
on the series of chemical reactions as well as on the formation and transformation of solid hydrates.
During the stirring process of sand-lime mass, the temperature of the reaction between lime and
water in the presence of quartz sand (QS) was determined to be 83 ◦C. In the presence of glass
sand, measured temperature was only 42 ◦C. Thermodynamic equilibrium-based modelling was
applied to predict stable phase assemblages in the studied systems. It was found that compositional
modification along with the application of the autoclaving process resulted in the formation of two
crystalline phases: natrolite and gyrolite. Compressive strength and density were also assessed.
The strength of fresh laboratory samples was found to be greater than their traditional analogues by
15 MPa. In addition to experimental characterization, sand-lime materials were also modeled using
neural networks (backpropagation neural network, BPNN) which serve as a universal approximation
method capable of modelling complex functions.
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1. Introduction

The construction industry has a special impact on the terrain and environmental changes in the
areas where it is incorporated. The production of building materials is currently directed towards
recycling and sustainable development. This incentive is largely associated with global climate
changes, which are increasingly noticeable, and which have been clearly visible since the beginning of
2019 (frequent fires, rains, anomalous floods and droughts in Europe which is the result of a rise in
temperature climate changes) [1,2]. Many solutions propose approaches in which they focus on the
reduction of heat loss from buildings. Sustainable construction is also considering paths leading to the
reduction of the depletion of natural resources through e.g., the use of passive systems in buildings [3–7].
Mainly concrete and monolithic construction is the most commonly used building method in the
world [8,9]. For example, the current level of cement production is around 4.2 B tons (2018) which
allows to produce over 30 B tons of concrete [10,11]. The autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) is followed
by autoclaved bricks, and finally wood and other materials [6]. One of the most popular additions
(especially to concrete) to reduce the amount of cement is fly ash (as a critical material for partial
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replacement of portland cement). Oye and all shown that fly ashes hosting glasses with a high network
ratio are more reactive than others [12]. Another addition with an amorphous structure is glass sand
(GS) from cullet glass [13]. For the past few years, the introduction of recycled glass into construction
materials has been proposed as one of the ways of utilizing this type of waste material. For that reason,
this research investigates the fate of glass in sand-lime bricks, which are formed under hydrothermal
conditions. This type of brick has been utilized for over 140 years [6,14]. The breakthrough moment
for the development of silicate production technology was in 1880 when German scientist W. Michaelis
invented and patented the technology of “white brick” production (“The method of producing artificial
sandstone”) [15–17]. These types of materials commonly called “silicates products” are construction
materials which can provide a solid structure and comfortable interior microclimate. In addition,
they can also promote sustainable environmental technologies [18,19]. Khomchenko and Semeykin [20]
have developed a method for improving the efficiency and safety of the production of autoclaved
materials with lime. As part of the scientific work on improving the quality of autoclaved products,
an additive (copper sulphate) was found, which makes it possible to slow down the lime hydration
time in the binder for several hours [20]. However, despite of technological progress, this material has
not undergone significant modifications over the past decades. The microstructure and structure of
this type of material also has not been thoroughly investigated. The production of brick itself is from
the process standpoint is very similar to AAC but differs from traditionally produced concrete because
it is manufactured under hydrothermal conditions (200 ◦C). As such in AACs, crystalline phases such
as tobermorite are formed [21,22] contrary to nearly amorphous calcium silicate hydrate gel (known as
C-S-H) which is found in traditional concrete hydrated at ambient or sub-ambient conditions. Because
of these mineralogical changes, this study focuses on the relationship between the physio-mechanical
and chemical properties of sand-lime materials which undergo hydrothermal treatment (autoclaving
process) and which were modified through the introduction of glass components (GS). Due to structural
and textural differences as well as the grain surface and contact surface between individual grains,
information on the formation (or its lack of) of bonds is important in developing an understanding
regarding the physio-chemical nature of these materials [23].

In addition, this work considers thermodynamic properties of mineral components and phases
forming in the sand-lime composite. For this purpose, a simulation using a geochemical thermodynamic
equilibrium-based program has been used [24,25]. An important innovative aspect of the research
presented herein stems from the fact that to produce traditional bricks, crystalline quartz sand (QS)
is used, and during the modification process described in this study, recycled glass sand with an
amorphous structure was adopted. This sand shows greater reactivity as compared to the materials
which exhibit crystalline structure. The microstructure brick considered in this study comprises a
majority of hydrated calcium silicates (C-S-H phase, tobermorite, jennite etc.) which is analogous to
what we observe in hydrated cement mortars [26]. Process parameters such as temperature, pressure
and saturation vapor pressure have a significant impact on the series of chemical reactions as well
as on the formation and transformation of solid hydrates. Phase transformations are governed by
thermodynamic and kinetic processes hence influencing the production process of this specific building
material. Thermodynamic relationships are known to be generic and can be applied to nearly any
material regardless of the type and structure of the examined object, hence were considered in this study.

Emphasis was put on ecology and recycling of materials through the utilization of broken glass
present in the form of glass sand. This sand exhibits amorphous structure in sand-lime bricks, which are
known to be poor in lime content (CaO not more than 10% by mass). The use of glass components
which are high in sodium can result in the formation of phases such as natrolite and gyrolite. Literature
discloses that gyrolite may also occur without sodium substitution. To date recycled glass has been
mainly used to modify concrete [27–29]. It has been reported that the first attempts to use glass
in concrete took place in 1973, but due to the lack of information on the long-term behavior of
concrete modified in this way and the lower technological development at that time, this research was
discontinued [30,31]. Taha and Nanau along with others [29,32–34] concluded that the alkali-silicate
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gel (ASR) formation takes place in concrete only in the presence of a sufficient amount of calcium ions
(Ca2+), which means that the silica in the reactive aggregate will simply dissolve in alkali-hydroxide
solution, and will not be available to form any alkali-silicate gel and expansion due to ASR can be
reduced. In addition, concrete containing addition of glass powder (GP) as a binder shows very low
permeability to chloride ions.

The northeastern Canadian province of Quebec has a policy on waste management which promotes
recovery and management of materials from the industrial sectors, therefore favoring a sustainable
economy [35]. Their research showed that in concrete which contains 70% SiO2 prepared with a
water-binder ratio (w/b) of 0.40, the replacement of 20% by mass of cement by glass powder (GP, finely
ground glass cullet in the form of flour) delayed cracking of the concrete cover and slightly improved
the load-carrying capacity and the post peak response for columns tested at 28 days. Kumar, Raju
and others have shown in their research that glass waste when ground to a very fine powder shows
pozzolanic properties and, therefore, can be used as a partial replacement for cement in concrete [36].

2. Autoclaving Process during the Industrial Production of Traditional Sand-Lime Bricks

Traditional industrially prepared sand-lime bricks consist of quartz sand (90 wt% SiO2), lime
(7 wt% CaO) and water (3 wt% H2O). The lime quenching process and the resulting formation of
chemical bonds ensures their durability. In the autoclaved materials, chemical processes which occur
when the product is exposed to hydrothermal conditions (200 ◦C and 1.6 MPa pressure) are essential.
Autoclaving induces increases in pressure and temperature as well as variations in humidity. As such
in order to be able to determine links between mechanical properties and the physio-chemical changes
in these materials a series of chemical and microscopic analyses (including microstructural analysis)
were performed. The sand-lime mass is mixed with water and then placed in steel silo tank reactors.
It is then left in the reactors for approximately 2 to 4 h, where the process of slaking lime takes place,
accompanied with an increase in temperature to around 60 ◦C. This elevated temperature also facilitates
the subsequent formation of reaction products. Subsequently, the sand-lime mixture is directed to the
press (hydraulic press), in which it is compressed at a pressure of 15–20 MPa (bulk density is estimated
at the level of 1.7 kg/dm3) and formed into blocks of suitable size and shape. Water absorption of this
type of brick is at the level of 16% in relation to the product’s weight (for other materials it is estimated
at 24% [37,38]). In the final phase, the compressed bricks are placed in autoclaves and subjected to a
hardening process at a temperature of 200–203 ◦C and pressure of 16 bar (1.6 MPa). The hardening
process takes about 6–12 h (it depends on the class of bricks, but usually 1 + 8 + 1 pattern means: 1 h of
heating + 8 h of autoclaving + 1 h of cooling) [6]. The traditional sand-lime brick production flow is
shown in Figure 1.
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Silicate brick is an artificial stone, which is formed from natural substrates, therefore after use it can
be ground or crushed and reused in the form of silicate aggregate (Figure 1). The autoclaving process
during the preparation in laboratories is reduced to 5 h, usually due to limitations of autoclaving
instruments adapted for laboratory purposes. Because of that fact, some properties of bricks prepared
in a laboratory may differ from those prepared on the industrial scale (enough autoclaving time
may not be maintained). The compressive strength of laboratory samples reaches the average level
of 10 MPa and it also depends on the composition and amount of additions with a crystalline and
amorphous structure (the biggest difference in comparison with industrially manufactured traditional
sand-lime brick samples for which compressive strength reaches 15 MPa). The density of a laboratory
manufactured specimen is at a similar level of 1.66 kg/dm3 (in comparison with the industrial product:
1.7 kg/dm3) and the water absorption is estimated at 15%.

Calcium Silicates Hydrates Formation under Hydrothermal Conditions

In hydrated cements roughly 60%–80% of the volume of the solid formed comprises of the
hydrated calcium silicate phases abbreviated as C-S-H. Many studies have been conducted to develop
understanding of the structure and properties of C-S-H [39–42]. Interesting analysis were carried out
by Constantinides and Ulm [43], who tried to describe the C-S-H phase in terms of low ((LD) C-S-H)
and high density ((HD) C-S-H) products. That research has shown that both phases exhibit a unique
nanogranular behavior which is driven by particle-to-particle contact forces rather than by mineral
properties [43].

Thomas and Jennings [44] claimed that the C-S-H gel forms a continuous layer that binds the
cement particles together (Figure 2). All other hydration products form separate crystals that are
intrinsically strong but do not form strong connections with the solid phases they are in contact with.
It follows that these products cannot significantly contribute to the overall strength of the material.
As such C-S-H is the main contributor responsible for the strength increase in hydrated cement.
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Due to the autoclaving process employed in the sand-lime brick production process, the situation
about mineralogy and hence microstructure of forming solids is slightly different as compared to
hydrated cement and concrete. This type of brick is made of low lime (7 wt% CaO), quartz sand
(90 wt% SiO2) and water (3 wt% H2O). As such, due to the low calcium content and the hydrothermal
conditions, C-S-H (Equation (1)) formation in sand-lime bricks is minimal, and crystalline analogue
of low calcium C-S-H known as tobermorite is produced. It has been reported that when C-S-H is
subjected to elevated temperatures it transforms crystalline phases such as tobermorite (with low
lime content), jennite (with a higher lime content are predicted to form [45,46]. Equations (1)–(3) and
Figure 1 below show the basic reactions that occur during the hydration of lime in the process of silicate
brick production. (Transformation of the C-S-H into crystalline analogue is anticipated at elevated
temperatures > 85 ◦C).
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CaO + H2O + SiO2 => C-S-H (1)

Ca(OH)2 + CO2 (from air) => CaCO3 + H2O (2)

CO2 + CaSiO3 => CaCO3 + SiO2 (3)

In addition, due to the elevated level of sodium (Na) in glass materials used for brick manufacturing
a phase called gyrolite has a potential to form [47–50].

3. Methods and Materials

Basic examination methods included chemical and microstructural analysis of the materials which
contain low lime content (maximum 10% by mass) and are abundant in silica (approximately 90% by
mass) and which were modified with broken amorphous glass containing higher levels sodium. Tests
in this study were carried out according to the CEN standards: PN-EN 772-13: 2001, CEN. PN-EN
1996-2, CEN. PN-EN 771-2 as described in [51–53]. Physical and mechanical tests were conducted for
samples (30 days after production) containing glass components in the range of 0–90 wt% GS (glass
sand) as shown on Figures 3 and 4. For the microscopic examinations, samples with 0 wt% GS and
90 wt% GS were used.

Particular attention was directed towards investigation of crystallization processes and phase
formations, which are believed to be connected to the loss of water in the material during the autoclaving
process (so-called path regulated by thermodynamic phase stability).
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A series of physical and mechanical characterizations was carried out applying X-ray diffraction
(XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), geochemical modeling (GEMS), and artificial neural
network (ANN) analytical methods.

3.1. Preparation of the Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

The determining the properties of sand-lime materials were predicted in this research by using
neural networks.

ANNs, due to their mode of action, are very effective in the analysis of the problem of prediction.
In this paper a backpropagation neural network (BPNN) was applied. This type of network is often
presented as a universal approximator capable of modelling a function with any complexity law.
Modelling using BPNN is an iterative search of a non-linear relation in considered model, using the
given data set [54–59]. The ANN method was chosen because this method can be used as a model to
develop tools capable of predicting moisture and other properties of material, and which can account
for nonlinearity and the complex interactions between input and output variables in kind of bricks
considered herein. Before starting the prediction, it is necessary to initially determine the architecture
of neural networks. The alignment criterion for learning and testing errors was used to assess the
quality of the network. During the ANN formulation, the mean square errors (MSE) and relative errors
were checked. After preliminary calculations, the network with only one hidden layer was accepted.
The architecture of such a network can be written schematically as: BPNN: X-H-Y, where X means
number of inputs (arguments of the functions sought), H means the number of neurons in hidden
layer, and the Y is the output (single or multi-element) from the network. The log-sigmoid transfer
function according to the Formula (4) was assumed for hidden layer neurons and linear function in the
output layer:

log sig(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)) (4)

Defining the network was carried out off line using Neural Network Toolbox, working in the
MATLAB computing environment. For the learning the pseudo-gaussian Levenberg–Marquardt
method was applied [48]. In the analyzed task, the input vector (x) to the network was the percentage
level of GS in the sample. At the output, parameters such as: compressive strength (δ), bulk density (γ)
and humidity (W) were computed. The network was formulated with the samples obtained from the
laboratory tests. 80 learning and validating (l) patterns and 40 patterns for the testing (t) of PBNN
network were extracted. After the preliminary calculations, for a further analysis, the BPNN:1-6-3 was
accepted, see (Figure 5a). The following errors were obtained for the prepared network: mean squared
error—MSE = 0.0061, average relative error—ARE = 2.36.
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3. Graph-Based App Usage Prediction

App Prediction Problem is formally defined as follows: Given a list of installed Apps appsu ={
au

1 , au
2 , ..., au

n
}

by a user u on his/her phone and the user’s context C including spatiotemporal
information and smartphone’s state like battery level. The problem of App usage prediction is
to find an App au

i that has the largest probability of being used under C. Specifically, we aim to solve
the problem:

max
au

i

P(au
i |C, u), ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (1)

Based on the above prediction mechanism, our prediction task will resolve around predicting
App usage of a typical user. To accurately predict App usage, it is crucial to be able to characterize the
features before the App being used by utilizing relevant usage records to the observer. We propose
AHNEAP, a framework based on network embedding which firstly transforms the historical App
usage records into a large attributed heterogeneous network to obtain every node’s embedding, and
then trains a neural network to integrate various types of context. Figure ?? illustrates the proposed
framework, which contains three major components: data pre-processing, representation learning, and
link prediction.

Figure 1. Network embedding based framework for App usage prediction.

3.1. Data Pre-Processing

The aim of data pre-processing is to generate an attributed multiplex heterogeneous network
from historical App usage records. An attributed multiplex heterogeneous network is a network
G = (V, E, A) associated with a node type mapping functionφ : V → O and an edge type mapping
functionψ : E → R, where O and R represent the set of all node types and the set of all edge types,
respectively, satisfying |O|+ |R| > 2 [? ]. Each node v ∈ V belongs to a particular node type and is
associated with some types of feature vectors. A = {xi|vi ∈ V} is the set of node features for all nodes
with attributes, where xi is the associated node feature of node vi. Each edge is categorized into a
specific edge type.

In our scenario of App usage, typical usage records include basic information like an anonymous
user ID, a connected cellular base station ID which we regard as location information, a timestamp,
and applications with their names and categories. For a typical user, there are three node types in the
heterogeneous network: time, location, and application. Node pairs are divided into three different
groups: “usedTime” relationship between time and App, “usedLocation” relationship between location
and App, “precede” relationship between the previous App and App. Every type of relationship can be

Figure 5. (a) Architecture of backpropagation neural network (BPNN):1-6-3; (b) correlation graphs for
chosen BPNN:1-6-3.
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The linear regression coefficient r was computed for every set of pairs. Figure 5b shows the
correlation of parameters (δ, γ, W), computed through ANN and values from laboratory tests. This
correlation is close to unity.

These error values validate that the network has been formulated correctly and can generalize the
characteristics of silicate material.

3.2. X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Analysis

Qualitative phase analyses of the pastes at different reaction times were obtained through X-ray
powder diffraction, using a D8 DISCOVER diffractometer in a θ-θ configuration and Cu-Kα radiation
(λ = 1.54 Å). Samples were placed in a rotating sample holder and scanned from 5◦ and 70◦ (2θ) in
continuous mode with an integrated step scan of 0.021◦ using a VANTEC-1 detector. The acquisition
time for a full scan was ≈11 min. A fixed divergence slit of 1.00◦ was used during data acquisition.
X-ray structure data for the anhydrous and hydrated crystalline phases was sourced from the literature
or standard databases. In this way, samples modified by glass sand were tested (after 26 months from
the date of production).

3.3. Thermodynamic Equilibrium-Based Modelling

Thermodynamic calculations were carried out using GEMS-PSI software package [60,61]. GEMS
is a broad-purpose geochemical modelling code which requires as input a bulk elemental analysis
and uses Gibbs energy minimization to compute equilibrium phase assemblages and speciation.
Chemical interactions involving solids, solid solutions, and aqueous electrolyte can be calculated
simultaneously. A standard GEMS database of minerals amended by the cement database was used
for simulations presented in this work. Thermodynamic data for gyrolite, natrolite and xontolite were
taken from [61,62]. All calculations assumed CO2-free conditions.

3.4. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

Microstructural characterization and elemental analysis of the samples were performed using
the FEI Nova NanoSEM 230 scanning electron microscope with field emission gun and variable
pressure capabilities, equipped with a Thermo Scientific NORAN System 7 X-ray energy-dispersive
spectrometer (EDS). Morphological and topographic characteristics of the surface were recorded using
the low-vacuum mode (LVD) and secondary electron detector (SE). Elemental spectra and maps of
characteristic X-ray photon emissions were acquired using EDS.

3.5. Quartz Sand ‘QS’ and Glass Sand ‘GS’

Traditional silicate mass prior subjection to compositional modification comprised of SiO2 (90 wt%),
CaO (7 wt%) and H2O (3 wt%). The QS used in the process exhibited a grain size in a range 0–2 mm
(90% relative to the weight of the product). Approximately 50%–60% of the 90 wt% of sand fell within
a range of grain size of 0–0.5 mm, and the remaining 30%–40% within grain size 0.5–2 mm. For the
modifications of the bricks, clean ground GS from recycled wine bottles (with a grain size ranging
80–160 µm) was used.

The main components of the glass sand were determined to be: SiO2, Na2O, CaO, Al2O3,
(composition presented on Figure 6) which under the influence of elevated temperature were expected
to contribute to the formation of phases such as natrolite and gyrolite. The reactivity of minerals and
additives in building materials increases as a function of decrease in grain size and an increase in the
amorphous phases content. The latter one is related to the thermodynamic metastability and hence
greater reactivity of amorphous contents as compared to crystalline phases. As such amorphous or
nearly amorphous materials are an excellent addition to concrete (e.g., fly ash) due to their ability to
contribute to strength development through pozzolanic reaction [63]. Thermodynamic databases used
in the recent years have been mainly applied for traditional and modified concrete materials, and in their
current form there is insufficient information to account for the hydrothermal treatment (autoclaved
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concretes, sand-lime bricks). For this reason, in this work it was sometimes difficult to estimate and
compare the exact empirical data with thermodynamic simulations. However thermodynamic models
even considering their limitations still can serve as useful generic approaches capable of providing
guidelines towards optimizing the composition of building materials.
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Figure 6. Chemical composition of glass sand used to modify sand-lime bricks (% by mass).

3.6. Hydrothermal Conditions and Laboratory Conducted Autoclaving Process

Traditional silicate products produced in this study consisted of sand, lime and water. First,
sand-lime mass was mixed and then placed in a steel device similar as the reactor, where it was left for
around 4 h, for the process of line slaking to take place.

A formula approximating the pressure increase in relation to the temperature is shown in
Formula (5).

p = −0.0695 + 15.55 × 10−9
× T4, (5)

where: p—pressure, T—temperature (◦C).
In this case, to determine the numerical coefficients the least squares approximation was used.

Sets of base functions were selected by the trial-and-error technique.
This was accompanied by an increase in temperature to around 60 ◦C. After that, the sand-lime

mass was directed to the press (one-sided pressing in laboratory conditions), in which it was compressed
at a pressure of 15–20 MPa, and formed into the small bricks of the size 5 × 5 × 5 cm. In the final
phase the compressed blocks were placed in autoclaves and subjected to a hardening process at the
temperature around 200 ◦C accompanied by pressure increase as shown on Figure 7. The autoclaving
process was scheduled as follows: 1 h of heating up to 190 ◦C + 5 h autoclaving process in a temperature
of 200 ◦C + 1 h or more cooling.

During the stirring process of sand-lime mass, the temperature of the reaction between lime (CaO)
and water in the presence of QS was determined to be 83 ◦C. However, in the presence of glass sand
(90% GS) measured temperature was only 42 ◦C. The sand-lime mass based on glass sand reacted
similarly to the clay materials in terms of behavior during stirring and absorption of water. Reactions
occurring in samples during the 5 h long autoclaving process at the temperature of 200 ◦C and pressure
1.6 MPa are shown above (Formulas (1)–(3)).
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Figure 7. Autoclaving conditions used in laboratory setting during the brick production (3 processes
with 10 elements each).

4. Results

Compressive strength, impregnability and bulk density of the autoclaved silicate products were
measured according to the CEN standards (European Committee for Standardization): PN-EN 772-13:
2001, CEN. PN-EN 1996-2, CEN. PN-EN 771-2 [51–53].

4.1. Physical and Mechanical Properties. Research and Prediction of Characteristics of Sand-Lime Bricks Using
Neural Networks

Below, Figures 8–10 show the results (measured as well as predicted using BPNN:1-6-3 neural
network) and changes in the compressive strength (δ), bulk density (γ) and humidity (W) respectively,
as a function of glass sand content.

In order to compare the efficiency of the BPNN network for the prediction of the material
parameters, traditional approximation of the obtained results was also made. The following formulas
have been developed to estimate material parameters:

• compressive strength,

δ(GS) = 6.622 + 12.1788 · tan
(GS

100

)
, (6)

• bulk density,

γ(GS) = 1.6934 + 0.0036 ·GS− 5.26e− 5 ·GS2, (7)

• moisture content,

W(GS) = 0.4961 + 2.3221 · sin
(GS

100

)
. (8)

The coefficients of the functions which approximate the sets δ(GS) (6), γ(GS) (7) and W(GS) (8)
were determined using the least-squares method, while the selection of the combination of the base
functions was carried out using the “trial and error” method.

The compressive strength δ (Figure 8) for the material with QS was around 6.5 MPa, and for
material with GS around 20 MPa. The compressive strength for bricks manufactured on an industrial
scale is 15–20 MPa. Compressive strength increased with the increase in the share of GS. This is
an interesting observation since the hydration temperature of lime with the increasing share of GS
(amorphous glass sand) was lowered, hence it can be deducted that hydration of lime during the
production of autoclaved bricks provided adequate chemical bonds, and as a result strength of bricks
increased. It should be also noted that calcium hydroxide shows retrograde solubility with respect to
the temperature, so it is possible that at this lower temperature more calcium ions were released upon
dissolution and available for the reaction to form hydrates. From the rheological standpoint the mass
containing GS had the consistency of clay.
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Compared bulk density (γ) values of traditional and modified sand bricks did not show significant
differences. The recorded change was only 0.5 kg /dm3 on average. Bulk density level for bricks with
90 wt% QS was around 1.7 kg/dm3, and for bricks with GS was 1.6–1.65 kg/dm3 (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Bulk density (γ) as a function of glass sand content.

Humidity (W) increased with the increasing percentage of GS in silicate mass. Certainly, the higher
humidity of the new material is related to the properties of cullet and may indicate lower water
absorption (Figure 10).
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Figure 11. XRD of reference sand-lime sample containing quartz sand (QS) [64]. 

Figure 10. Humidity (W) as a function of glass sand content.

4.2. Structure and Microstructure

Calcium silicate hydrate often abbreviated as the C-S-H phase is a dominant phase forming in
cementitious systems at room temperature. Depending on the initial composition of cement clinker
(C3S and C2S contents) hydrated cement roughly contains 60%–80% C-S-H. Calcium silicate hydrate
xCaO·SiO2·yH2O is a poorly crystalline thermodynamically metastable product of variable composition
in terms of its H2O/SiO2 ratio and Ca/Si molar ratio. It forms a gel that is nearly X-ray amorphous and
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is responsible for the development of strength in Portland cement. At elevated temperatures C-S-H
transforms into thermodynamically stable crystalline phases such as tobermorite, jennite, afwillite,
xonotlite or hillebrandite [46]. As a result of high temperature during the autoclaving process, it was
anticipated that the C-S-H phase presence will be minor. Due to the low lime content and high silica
content in the samples crystalline phase exhibiting low Ca/Si ratio such as tobermorite was be expected.
The system CaO-SiO2-H2O was created as the result of the reaction of lime, SiO2 source and water in
the studied system. However, it should be noted that tobermorite is a hydrated silica with ordered
structure. Amorphous phases, such as C-S-H show larger specific surface than crystalline phases.
The more ordered the structure is, the smaller the specific surface. In autoclaved products modified
with glass components, where the presence of sodium element (Na) is observed, phases different than
C-S-H, tobermorite such as xonotlite or gyrolite have a potential to form. As such elevated temperature
can alter phase balances and kinetics of phase transformations. For that reason, the presence of another
phase otherwise rarely seen at room temperature due to its slow precipitation known as natrolite [24]
can also be observed in the studied systems. From this perspective, sand-lime products have not been
studied yet. It may be associated with the fact that not many scientists working in the field of bricks
focus on the materials containing very little calcium. The amount of CaO oscillates between 3 and 10%
by weight in the sand-lime mass.

4.2.1. XRD of Traditional Sand-Lime Laboratory Sample

The structure and phase compositions were examined via the XRD and SEM analyses. First, a test
was carried out for the reference sample containing QS (Figure 11), and then for the sample modified
with GS (Figure 12). The XRD test also collected fragments of material up to 1 cm in size from the
same laboratory bricks, and then they were ground to powder form. Samples are derived from the
same laboratory bricks. The area of the sample was swept by electron probe under voltage of 5–50 keV.
Based on the images obtained, the analysis of the microstructure and different phase composition
of the tested products was possible. The modifications of the bricks were used: quartz industrial
sand and GS. The phase analysis (X-ray diffraction analysis measurements of powdered samples
were conducted with Empyrean PANalytical diffractometer using Ka radiation from Cu anode) of the
traditional brick and brick modified by sand glass samples (after 2 months from initial production)
have been measurement in the 5–70◦ range of 2θ Qualitative identification of the phase composition of
the samples was performed with reference to the ICDD PDF-2 database (The International Centre for
Diffraction Data (ICDD)) [64].
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Figure 12. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the bricks modified by 90% GS (after 2 months from
initial production) [64]. (b) XRD pattern of the sample modified with 90% GS (after 26 months from
initial production).

The table below presents XRD files used for characterization of reference sample containing QS.
The following phases and minerals were present in a traditional brick sample: tobermorite 9A, SiO2

(α) and calcium aluminum silicate.

4.2.2. XRD for Laboratory Brick Sample Modified by Glass Sand (90% GS)

In a sample modified with GS, the following minerals were found to be present: tobermorite,
gyrolite and natrolite.

Amorphous materials can crystallize over time (this process can be accelerated after ensuring
appropriate conditions, e.g., high temperature Figure 12a,b), because they are thermodynamically
metastable materials. This is the case with samples containing amorphous sand, hence observable
changes in the microstructure and structure of the materials tested were noted. Spectra at the peak
around 30 degrees in Figure 12b is amorphous silica.
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4.2.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) of Traditional Sand-Lime Bricks

Images (Figures 13 and 14) below present the microstructure of samples of sand-lime products.
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Figure 14. SEM image of traditional sand-lime bricks (containing Quartz Sand), SEM: high vaccum
mode, 3000×magnification (1-C-S-H phase; 2-C-S-H crystallization towards tobermorite).

Traditional sand-lime products disclosed presence of calcium silicate mineral with tobermorite-like
structure and the C-S-H phase. The creation and frequency of the occurrence of structures are connected
with the quality of the components used and their chemical reactivity.
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Figures 15 and 16 show EDS spectra obtained for traditional (reference) sample containing QS
tested at 2 points.
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4.2.4. SEM of the Sample with 90% GS

Images below (Figures 17–20) show the microstructure of samples modified with GS.
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The images disclose different phases (e.g., gyrolite) and different arrangement of grains of glass
sand as compared to the reference sample containing quartz sand.
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Figure 24. EDS spectrum of brick modified with 90% GS. Point 4.

Table 1. EDS analysis results for a ‘new’ brick with 90% GS.

Point C-K O-K Na-K Mg-K Al-K Si-K K-K Ca-K

90GS(2)_pt1 1547 76,166 10,448 5786 1895 67,173 712 7650
90GS(2)_pt2 2703 87,880 24,477 1411 79,796 993 10,422
90GS(2)_pt3 4759 73,284 34,184 849 40,133 684 6528
90GS(2)_pt4 2199 53,040 11,628 13 2256 51,578 959 10,255
90GS(2)_pt5 3686 79,056 29,717 938 44,821 561 5868

4.3. Thermodynamic Modelling

Thermodynamic properties of phases considered in this study are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
Figures 25 and 26 present the results of thermodynamic simulation for GS modified material. Prior
to undertaking thermodynamic simulations, X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis was performed to
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determine for calculations input oxide compositions of the mixtures used to manufacture bricks
(Tables 4 and 5)

Table 2. Standard thermodynamic properties at 25 ◦C and 1 bar. bricks [24,62].

Mineral Name Formula ∆fG◦

[kJ/mol]
∆fH◦

[kJ/mol]
S◦

[J/K·mol]
C◦p

[J/K·mol]
V◦

[cm3/mol]
M

[g/mol]

C-S-H Ca0.8SiO2.8:1.54H2O −1769.0 −1945.13 107.850 138.3 59.2 132.6
Tobermorite 11A Ca5Si6O16(OH)2 −9889.3 −10,680.0 692.5 764.9 286.1 739.9

Grossular Ca3Al2Si3O12 −6279.6 −6640. 260.1 327.8 125.3 450.4
α-SiO2 −856.2 −910.7 41.4 44.5 22.6 60.0
β-SiO2 −854.9 −908.6 43.7 44.7 - 60.0

∆fG◦—standard molar Gibbs free energy of formation; ∆fH◦—standard molar enthalpy; S◦—standard molar entropy;
C◦p—heat capacity, V◦—molar volume, M—molar mass.

There is no information about tobermorite 9A in the database [62], therefore they are not included
in the Table 3.

Table 3. Standard molar thermodynamic properties of gyrolite, natronite and xonotlite [62].

Mineral Name Formula ∆fG◦

[kJ/mol]
∆fH◦

[kJ/mol]
S◦

[J/K·mol]
C◦p

[J/K·mol]
V◦

[cm3/mol]
M

[g/mol]

Gyrolite Ca2Si3O7.5(OH)·2H2O −4550 −4917 309 325 137 337.4
Xonotlite Ca6Si6O17(OH)2 −9465 −10,022 573 628 256.9 714.9
Natrolite Na2(Al2Si3)O10:2H2O −5316.6 −5718.6 359 359.2 169.2 380.2

∆fG◦—standard molar Gibbs free energy of formation at To = 298 K; ∆fH◦—standard molar enthalpy at To = 298 K;
S◦—standard molar entropy at To = 298 K; C◦p—heat capacity at To = 298 K, V

◦

—molar volume, M—molar mass.

Table 4. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis of the composition of lime and glass compounds [64].

XRF-CaO XRF-GS

Final Weight CaO LOI (%): 7.7113 g
0.018 Final weight GS LOI (%): 7.7046 g

1.304

Compound Value Unit Compound Value Unit
SiO2 1.691 % SiO2 71.2 %
TiO2 0.026 % TiO2 0.1 %

Al2O3 0.342 % Al2O3 1.8 %
Fe2O3 0.182 % Fe2O3 0.4 %
Mn3O4 0.024 % MgO 1.1 %
MgO 0.921 % CaO 10.6 %
CaO 96.034 % Na2O 12.4 %

K2O 0.6 %

Table 5. Quantities of individual components used to manufacture bricks containing glass sand.

Elements Glass Sand (90%)
903 (g)

Quartz Sand (0%)
0 (g) CaO (7%) 73.5 (g) H2O (3 + 4 = 7%)

73.5 (g)

SiO2 642.94 - 1.24
Al2O3 16.25 - 0.25
MgO 9.93 - 0.13
CaO 95.72 - 0.02

Na2O 111.97 - 0.68
K2O 5.42 - 70.59

Data and information from the XRF analysis (Table 4) were used to perform thermodynamic
simulation for a sample of brick material modified by 90% GS (Table 5) to determine the composition
and interpretation of the microstructure (calcium silicate hydrates) of bricks modified in this method
(Table 6). Silica is 100%% present in traditional sand-lime bricks.
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Table 6. Thermodynamic (geochemical modeling, GEMS) simulation results obtained at 20 ◦C.

Solid Phases Predicted to Form

Type of Phase Mass of Solid Phases
(g)

Volume of Solid Phases
(cm3)

C-S-H (ECSH-I) about the structure of
tobermorite low Ca/Si ratio: 373.29 132.84

MSH (magnesium silicate hydrate) 40.63 17.11
gyrolie 414.16 97.28

natrolite 59.66 26.55
SiO2 218.37 82.45

Table 5 presents the total amount of individual compounds used to manufacture bricks containing
glass sand. Table 6 along with Figures 25 and 26 show mass percentages of solids predicted through
thermodynamic simulations for laboratory brick modified by 90% GS.

Two scenarios were considered: the one where C-S-H phase was allowed to precipitate and the
other one more likely to occur at elevated temperatures where C-S-H formation was suppressed in the
calculation. During the first simulation the phases that were anticipated to be present in the material
at 25 ◦C and at a pressure of 1 Bar were identified as: C-S-H, natrolite, gyrolite, M-S-H (magnesium
silicate hydrate) analogous to C-S-H and found in the systems with elevated Mg contents such as for
example slag cements [65]. During the second simulation of the data and when phase C-S-H was
suppressed, the phases projected to be present in the material were identified to be: natrolite, gyrolite
and brucite.
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precipitation of C-S-H was suppressed.

5. Discussion

Comparing two types of materials: traditional bricks used for the past 140 years and modified,
which have a minimum compressive strength of about 15 MPa and contain recycled broken glass
cullet (cullet in the form of glass sand), mechanical properties of both remain at similar levels. Only in
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laboratory-prepared conditions in bricks made with QS a decrease in strength to 6.5 MPa was observed
but for the bricks with glass sand the compressive strength was estimated at around 20 MPa. Strength
decreased in the quartz containing samples is believed to be caused by the autoclaving time shortened
to 5 h as compared longer times when bricks are made at the industrial scale, which means that
silica potentially had insufficient time to fully react. However, the largest differences can be seen by
analyzing the microstructure of these two materials. X-ray diffraction allowed us to identify materials
that have different structures, but the same chemical composition (polymorphic variants). In general,
crystalline or amorphous phases were found. In traditional bricks the main phases identified were
tobermorite, and C-S-H. In a ‘new’ proposed brick modified with amorphous glass sand at the 90 wt%
level, the crystalline phases that precipitated were identified to be natrolite and gyrolite. The quantity
of these phases rises as a function of the reaction time and as is facilitated under elevated temperature
and pressure conditions achieved during the autoclaving process. These newly formed phases can
have a significant impact on the behavior of the material over the years and, therefore, on its durability,
porosity and frost resistance [66,67]. In the publication by Wawrzeńczyk [66] during the testing of
cement materials (Protected Paste Volume (PPV)) a new description of the air gap structure was
proposed. Based on that it has been concluded that following the determination of basic properties of
glass brick (strength, structure, microstructure, density), porosity testing would provide additional
response to the material behavior over time. As such, future tests related to this work will focus on
the: porosity, absorption and capillary action and thermal insulation studies after 3 years from the
initial production date (there were changes in the microstructure of the material modified by glass
sand—phase crystallization occurred). These tests are aimed to determine the usefulness, behavior and
durability of brick materials modified through the addition of glass cullet and over a long period of
time. Having a comprehensive picture of physical and chemical properties for these two types of brick
(traditional as we have known to date, and modified with recycled glass sand) would be also beneficial
to in terms of building prototypes of building objects which can exhibit certain microclimates. It would
also provide a sustainable and environmentally friendly alternative for the recycling of broken glass.

6. Conclusions

This study shows the effect of addition of recycled amorphous glass sand on individual properties
of lime-sand brick products. Based on the research conducted, the following conclusions were made:

(1) The replacement of crystalline quartz sand (90 wt% QS) with amorphous glass sand during the
brick production process reduced the lime hydration temperature. During the stirring process
of sand-lime mass, the temperature of the reaction between lime and water in the presence of
quartz sand was determined to be 83 ◦C. In the presence of glass sand, measured temperature
was only 42 ◦C. The temperature of lime hydration depended on the number of QS and GS in the
sand-lime mass and decreased as the share of GS in the test increased.

(2) For 5 h of autoclaving process in a laboratory autoclave, the compressive strength for the material
with QS was around 6.5 MPa, and for material containing GS around 20 MPa. The test was carried
out after 30 days from the date of production. The compressive strength for bricks manufactured
on an industrial scale is 15–20 MPa. This aspect was met in laboratory conditions for bricks
modified with GS.

(3) With the increase in the proportion of a ‘new material’ (GS), the bulk density of this type of bricks
slightly decreases. For the traditional laboratory made samples bulk density was 1.7 kg/dm3, and
for those modified with glass sand was 1.65 kg/dm3. Standards for these types of materials have,
therefore, been met.

(4) Humidity is higher for GS modified materials (this property increases with the increase of GS
content in the silicate mass and increase occurs from the level of 0.5% to 2.1%).

Certainly, the higher humidity of the new material is related to the properties of cullet and may
mean lower water absorption. Considering all of the above, bricks modified with recycled glass may
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be a beneficial construction material, if not immediately applied as a major component in residential
buildings, then at least for some their parts, such as: partition walls or elements of home infrastructure.
Further studies are being conducted which concern the physical, mechanical and microstructural
properties of bricks modified by glass sand after 26 and 36 months from the production date and the
results of these tests will be presented in the next article.
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Nomenclatures

QS Quartz sand
GS Glass sand
XRF X-ray Powder Diffraction
SEM Scanning Electron Microscope
XRD X-ray Powder Diffraction [keV]
γ Bulk density [kg/dm3]
p Pressure [MPa]
δ Compressive strength [MPa]
V Molar volume [cm3

·mol−1]
M Molar mass [g·mol−1]
T Temperature [◦C or K]

Log10 K
Solubility product at T = 298 K (25 ◦C)(this information is the basis for determining the pH
of the material)

∆fG◦ Standard Gibbs free energy of formation [J·mol−1]

∆fH◦
Standard enthalpy of formation, is the change in enthalpy when one mole of a substance is
formed from its elements under a standard pressure of 1 atm/1 bar [J·mol−1]

Cp
◦ Specific heat [J·mol−1

·K−1]
S◦ Standard entropy of formation [J·mol−1

·K−1]
BPNN Backpropagation Neural Network
MSE Mean Square Error
X Network input
Y Output from the network
H Number of neurons in hidden layer
l Number of learning and validating patterns
t Number of testing patterns
r Linear regression coefficient
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